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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

As of now, it is not uncommon for one to use multiple computers in separate places such as at home, oﬃce or school.
A number of applications currently exist to allow a user to
easily access and control these computers remotely via a
notebook computer or web page. Unfortunately, even with
such solutions, it is rather inconvenient, for example, to try
accessing your computer while walking downtown or riding a train. On the other hand, considering that cellular
phones have been accepted as multi-function devices capable
of karaoke, digital photography and web browsing in countries like Japan, it may prove beneﬁcial to support remote
PC access on a cellular phone. With this in mind, we created
Rajicon, a system to provide an easy to use interface to remotely operate a PC’s GUI operating system via a cellular
phone. Rajicon supports image based navigation of a remote PC’s desktop and mouse/key operations. In addition,
Rajicon provides functions for keyboard shortcuts, specialized window adjustment operations and text extraction. We
have performed extensive evaluations with ﬁve subjects and
discuss the results in this paper. We also discuss the lead
author’s latest adaption of Rajicon to a PDA.

Currently, the bulk of most remote PC access software
(e.g. Symantec’s pcAnywhere) reside in either notebook or
desktop computers. There also exists software (e.g. AT&T’s
VNC) to access a computer from a web page. Since the
client computer’s screen size is usually proportional to the
remote PC’s screen size and large enough to comfortably
view the GUI’s desktop in its entirety, such programs simply periodically transfer updated screenshots of the remote
PC to the client, allowing the usual keyboard and mouse
operations. Therefore, these programs allow a ﬂat learning
curve; the user can use the operating system just as if he
or she were at the oﬃce. Hence, most research has focused
on improving transfer speeds and image protocols [6], rather
than on addressing interface concerns.
Despite the current oﬀerings of PC access software, they
all lack true mobility by requiring the user to carry some
sort of portable computer. In addition, most users do not
currently have a constant wireless Internet connection on
their notebook computers. Instead, dialup or a high speed
connection at a home or hotel is used.
With this in mind, we are interested in applying mobile
computing to the remote PC access paradigm. With NTT
DoCoMo’s new i-appli1 compatible phones, it is now possible
to create and run small applications on a cellular phone. Cellular phones are especially popular in Japan; recent surveys
[9] indicate that nearly half the population owns a cellular
phone and it is the most popular method of accessing the
Internet. Moreover, cellular phones are commonly accepted
as multi-functional devices; it is not uncommon to see high
school students sending email to each other or listening to
MP3 music via a cellular phone on the train. Given a cellular phone’s true mobility and constant Internet access, it
would prove beneﬁcial to support remote PC access through
such devices.
In this paper we present Rajicon, a system for remote PC
access through a cellular phone. In a way, cellular phones
solve the aforementioned problem with PC access software,
while making interface design nontrivial. Small screen size,
a restricted input space, less than ideal transfer speeds and
limited memory size are the main obstacles when developing
applications for cellular phones. This paper expands on our
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1
I-appli is NTT DoCoMo’s service to download and run secure Java applications on a cellular phone.
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Figure 2: Desktop View (actual size, taskbar mappings: quit, main menu).

Figure 1: Taskbar mappings (quit, select, apply).
initial, premature version of Rajicon [8] by including new
functions such as scrolling, scaling and Shrink Wrapping and
discussing our user/performance evaluations.
Firstly, we will give a brief overview of Rajicon’s basic
interface. Next, we will discuss how we overcome the small
screen size with various navigation modes—zoom, scale and
scroll. Fixed functions such as mouse operations will then be
explained. This is followed by a primer on Rajicon macros.
A brief overview of the system architecture will then be described. In our evaluations section, an analysis of our function and task based user tests will be presented. Finally,
we conclude with a related and future works section. Our
appendix contains information regarding the lead author’s
adaption of Rajicon to a PDA.

2.

Figure 3: The cellular phone’s keypad.
quit the main menu to the desktop view and then navigate
to a desired section of the desktop and execute a macro or
ﬁxed function (Section 4).

3. NAVIGATION MODES
In Rajicon, the user indicates when she or he wants to
refresh an image. Updated images are not periodically sent
to the cellular phone. Since it is diﬃcult to determine if
there has been any signiﬁcant change to the desktop and
data transfers are slow (and require money), we decided to
implement it this way.
There are three navigation modes for moving about and
viewing the remote PC’s GUI desktop. The Zoom Movement
mode zooms in on parts of the desktop, the Scale Movement
mode zooms out of the currently viewed part of the desktop
and the Scroll Movement mode scrolls the currently viewed
part of the desktop in a certain direction.
For each navigation mode, some keys on the keypad have
diﬀerent meanings; for example, pressing # during the Zoom
Movement mode will zoom into the area enclosed by the
cursor, whereas pressing # during the Scale Movement mode
will scale out the currently viewed image. In designing the
key mappings, we tried to make logical choices. For example,
we placed the scroll buttons in a directional keypad format
and placed zoom out and previous image functions opposite
of each other. Table 1 gives the key mappings for the various
navigation modes. In this table, “Same” means the mapping
is identical to the mapping in the same row in the column
immediately to the left. “None” means no action is carried
out when the key is pressed. The mapping to the right of
the “/” come into eﬀect when the scroll lines (Section 3.3)
are toggled on. Refer to Figure 3 for the keypad layout.
The default mode is the Zoom Movement mode. The user
is initially (Figure 2) shown an image of the entire desktop
on the cellular phone (scaled to ﬁt its screen).

INTERFACE OVERVIEW

Here, we describe some components of a typical i-mode2
compatible cellular phone.
Taskbar buttons Located directly under the screen, the
taskbar buttons have their functionality listed on the
screen’s bottom bar (Figure 1)—“quit” means to terminate Rajicon, “select” means to enter the currently
focused component (e.g. submenu) and “apply” saves
any changes and quits the menu into the desktop view.
Directional stick button The Rajicon system represents
the mouse cursor with a boxed cursor (Figure 2). The
directional stick button (center bottom button of Figure 1) moves the cursor; pressing down on the stick
button will execute a mouse operation.
Rajicon consists of two main screens—a desktop view and
a main menu (Figures 2 and 1, respectively). In the desktop view the user can navigate and view the remote PC’s
desktop and perform mouse clicks, key strokes, etc. In the
main menu, the user changes how he or she navigates or operates during the desktop view. The menu consists of three
submenus—Navigation, Fixed Functions and User Deﬁned
Functions (macros). Typically a user will go to the main
menu, choose a function, navigation mode and/or macro,
2
I-mode is NTT DoCoMo’s wireless web browsing and email
service for cellular phones.
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Key
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
*
0
#

Zoom Mode
View entire desktop
Dec cursor height
Refresh
Inc cursor width
Execute macro
Inc cursor width
Dec cursor size
Inc cursor height
Inc cursor size
View previous image
Fit to window
Zoom in

Table 1: Keypad Mappings
Scroll Mode
Scale Mode
Same
Same
Scroll up/Dec scroll height
None
Same
Same
Scroll left/Dec scroll width
None
Same
Same
Scroll right/Inc scroll width
None
None
None
Scroll down/Dec scroll height None
None
None
Same
Same
Reset scroll lines
None
Toggle scroll lines
Scale out

Figure 4: Zoom Movement Mode

Shrink Wrap
Quit Shrink Wrap
PgUp
Same
None
Same
None
None
PgDn
None
None
None
None

Figure 5: Scale Movement Mode

3.1 Zoom Movement Mode
Due to the small screen of a cellular phone, an extremely
limited amount of data can be viewed at one time. For example, a typical PC’s desktop resolution might be 1024x728,
whereas a cellular phone might have a resolution of 120x130.
To compensate, we developed the Zoom Movement mode.
In this mode, there is a zoom cursor displayed on the screen.
The cursor indicates what portion of the desktop you wish
to be zoomed in. After zooming in, the area enclosed by the
cursor will be displayed on the screen (Figure 4). The user
can adjust the height and width of the cursor.
When zooming in, however, the proportion between the
cellular phone and PC’s desktop may be skewed. There is a
“ﬁt to window” function that will automatically adjust the
size of the cursor so that the proportion will be one-to-one.
In other words, one pixel on the remote PC’s desktop will be
represented as one pixel on the cellular phone when zooming
in with a “ﬁt to window” cursor.

Figure 6: Scroll Movement Mode
distance. Figure 6 shows a brief example of ﬁrst zooming in,
changing to the scroll movement mode, adjusting the scroll
lines and then scrolling to the right. In this example, the
vertical line is moved in front of the ﬁrst “o” of “Google”.
Scrolling to the right will change the screen such that the
“o” is in displayed on the left-hand side (as shown in Figure
6). Scrolling to the left would have changed the screen such
that the ﬁrst “G” of “Google” was displayed on the righthand side. Scrolling up and down work similarly.

3.2 Scale Movement Mode
In addition to zooming in, the user may also zoom out
with the Scale Movement mode. This allows a user to get
a better idea of the area surrounding the currently viewed
portion of the desktop. Figure 5 shows an example of scaling
out.

4. FIXED FUNCTIONS
There are several built-in, ﬁxed functions in Rajicon which
are executed with a cursor in the desktop view. The upperleft hand side of the cursor represents the mouse pointer.
The cursor can be moved 1 pixel at a time or can jump
when a user quickly presses the same direction twice. Fixed
functions are executed by pressing down on the directional
stick button.

3.3 Scroll Movement Mode
Many objects in a GUI are read from left to right or up and
down. Text, images, etc. can be viewed this way through the
Scroll Movement mode. The user can scroll in any direction
by pressing the appropriate key (Table 1). Horizontal and
vertical scroll lines allow the user to adjust the scrolling

4.1 Mouse Functions
Through the main menu described in Section 2, the user
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Table 2: Special Commands for Key Input
Cmd Result
?a
Hold down the Alt key until the
next keypress.
?c
Hold down the Ctrl key until the
next keypress.
?e
Press the Esc key.
?t
Press the Tab.
?n
Press the Enter key.
??
Write the ‘?’ character.

Figure 7: Shrink Wrap

Figure 8: Macro Editor
Figure 9: Adjusting the width for easy viewing.
can indicate left click, right click, or double click as the
current ﬁxed function.

4.2 Drag and Drop

So, for example, a user may write a macro to type:

Drag and drop is accomplished by separately indicating
the source and target positions of the drag. The cursor
changes color after selecting the source point. The user can
perform any navigation, such as zooming, between selection
of the source and target. For example, one might zoom in
on the title bar of a window, select it as the source and then
zoom out and select a target.

Hello
World
on a remote PC by typing in the following macro:
Hello?nWorld
More complicated tasks like quitting the Windows notepad
application may be accomplished by:

4.3 Shrink Wrap
Despite having a Scroll Movement mode, viewing text is
still tedious. Consider that one must scroll from one end to
the other of a line, scroll back to the beginning of the next
line and then continue. When you have an abundance of text
within a window, the Shrink Wrap function should be used.
It will copy the text, insert it into MS Windows’ notepad application, scale notepad to a size easily viewable with the cellular phone’s screen and ﬁnally display the notepad’s client
space (Figure 7) in the cellular phone’s screen. From here,
the user can PgUp and PgDn (Table 1). Quitting the Shrink
Wrap mode will automatically close notepad and redisplay
the entire desktop.
This mode allows one to easily view text by mimicking
how typical cellular phones view email and other text.

5.

?afx
Which means:
Alt+f (open the ﬁle menu), x (choose the exit option)
With these commands, it is possible to do standard keyboard input; however, it would be beneﬁcial to add other
operations. For example, consider that if the notepad application was out of keyboard focus, any input would be lost
to another application. One can certainly press the mouse
button with the directional keypad, but for speed’s sake we
might implement a “press mouse button” special command.
Table 3 describes these special operations. The latter two
commands will shrink a window so that a user can view a
window (not zoomed in or out) exactly as it would appear
on the remote PC’s monitor (Figure 9).
Using both types of special commands, we can create
fairly intricate macros. For example, a macro to edit
reminder.txt, write “Buy milk”, save the ﬁle and then exit:

MACRO/KEY INPUT

Key input is handled through macros. As shown in Figure
8, each macro has a name and a list of commands. The list of
commands can contain any number of plain text characters.
However, as indicated in Table 2, letters preceded by a “?”
are interpreted diﬀerently.
Created macros are listed by name on the main menu.
When executing a macro, the user ﬁrst selects a macro in
the main menu, returns to the desktop view and, ﬁnally,
executes the macro (Table 1).

?c?ernotepad reminder.txt?n?1?nBuy milk?afs?afx
Which means:
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CGI Script This is a CGI program residing on the web
server. It has little function other than to channel
messages received from the cellular client to the Rajicon daemon. Due to HTTP’s stateless nature, all
information is kept on the daemon instead.

Table 3: Special Commands for Misc Operations
Cmd Result
?m
Press the left mouse button at the cursor.
?^
Maximize the window at the cursor.
?
Minimize the window at the cursor.
?r
Restore the size of the window at the cursor.
?!
Minimize all windows.
?x
Close the window at the cursor.
?*
Adjust the window’s width at the cursor such
that it can be easily viewed in the cellular
phone’s display.
?#
Adjust the window’s height at the cursor such
that it can be easily viewed in the cellular
phone’s display.
?n
Wait for n x 5 seconds.

Rajicon Daemon Also residing on the web server, the daemon is responsible for storing various information about
the cellular phone and remote PC. It handles the calculations for zooming, scaling and scrolling. In addition, it maps coordinates between the remote PC’s (x,
y) plane and the cellular phone’s (x, y) plane. Past
image requests are also stored. Based on messages received from the CGI script, the daemon will send an
appropriate message to the picture client.

6.1 Message Flow
As an example, we will describe step-by-step how Rajicon
requests that the left mouse button be pressed at coordinates
x and y. Initial setup of Rajicon is as follows:
1. Execute the daemon. It now waits for a message from
the picture client.
2. Execute the picture client so that it establishes a permanent TCP/IP connection to the daemon.
Following the above initial setup:
1. The cellular client will send an HTTP POST message
to the CGI script, “COMMAND=L CLICK&PARAM1=x&PARAM2
=y.”

Figure 10: Rajicon system architecture.

2. In response, the CGI script will open a TCP/IP socket
connection to the daemon. Once the connection is established, “COMMAND=L CLICK&PARAM1=x&PARAM2=y” is
parsed and passed onto the daemon.

1. Control+Esc, r (open Start menu, choose run program
dialog)

3. The daemon will now decide what the appropriate
message to send to the picture client will be. In this
case, it simply sends the L CLICK with parameters x
and y to the pic client. (Given a more complicated
message like zooming, the daemon would ﬁrst calculate the coordinates to zoom in on the last zoomed in
image and then ask the picture client for that certain
section of the desktop image.)

2. notepad reminder.txt, Enter (open reminder.txt with
notepad)
3. 5 second pause (wait 5 seconds for notepad to appear)
4. Enter, Buy milk (press Enter, type “Buy milk”)
5. Alt+f, s, Alt+f, x (open the ﬁle menu, save and exit)

6.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

4. The picture client will then execute a left click at (x,
y). A screenshot of the desktop is taken and sent to
the daemon.

Here, we shall describe the software modules (Figure 10)
of Rajicon:

5. The daemon writes out the image as a GIF ﬁle onto
the web server. The daemon will notify the CGI script
that “left click” has been executed.

Cellular Phone Client This is a Java program running
on an i-appli compatible cellular phone. It is responsible for providing an interface with which a user can
manipulate and request images of the remote PC’s
desktop, input macros and manipulate the remote PC’s
mouse. The program must use as little memory as possible, putting the bulk of the processing on the server
side.

6. The CGI will pass on that notiﬁcation to the cellular
client.
7. Finally, the cellular client will HTTP GET the new
GIF ﬁle residing on the web server.

6.2 Implementation Details

Picture Client This program resides on the remote PC
the user wishes to control. It establishes a connection with the Rajicon daemon and will interpret messages received from the Rajicon daemon. The picture client is responsible for carrying out mouse/macro
commands and generating images of the desktop. The
remote PC’s speciﬁcations (such as screen resolution)
can also be queried.

The cellular client was developed with the i-JADE Lite
emulator by Zentek Technology, Japan, Co. Ltd. and NTT
DoCoMo’s i-appli Java packages. The cellular phone model
used was Panasonic’s p503i. It has a screen size of 120x160
pixels, supports 256 colors, has a heap memory size of 262,144
bytes and can run JAR programs of size 2,621,444 bytes.
These JAR programs can store 5,120 bytes of data oﬄine.
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Figure 12: The average time (ms) taken to click the
next sequence.

Figure 11:
Clockwise from upper left—Menu,
Mouse, Text Reading, Drag and Drop evaluation
programs.

ever you went back to the menu from the desktop view mode.
Finally, due to the lack of scrollbars, users didn’t initially
realize that there were more submenus below to be scrolled
to.
The average of the the three measurements of time taken
to click to the next sequence were taken for each trial and
are shown in Figure 12. The overall geometric mean of the
percentage of improvement (time decreased) from the ﬁrst
to last trial for all users were 24%. As expected, User 5 did
not experience signiﬁcant improvements—2% and 19% in
the second and third trials, respectively. User 3 experienced
the most dramatic improvement of 58%; this user eventually took advantage of menu shortcuts (each menu item is
preceded by a number). In trial 3, for User 2, the sequence
displayed was ”RDL”; however, the user clicked ”DRDL”,
indicating that he made a mistake and corrected it. This
resulted in the sharp V shaped curve for User 2 in Figure 12
(his times for trial 3 were 30908, 15314 and 15408 ms).
The average times to complete this task for Users 1 through
5 were, respectively, 17.6, 18.6, 14.8, 12.4 and 12.3 seconds.

The CGI script and daemon were developed with Matsumoto
Yukihiro’s Ruby scripting language. The picture client uses
a combination of Sun Microsystems’s Java 2 and Ruby’s
Win32 package.

7.

FUNCTION EVALUATIONS

We performed user evaluations on Rajicon’s basic functions. We asked ﬁve computer science graduate students
to read a “Rajicon System User Guide” containing easy instructions on how to use Rajicon. Afterwards, ﬁve evaluations were each conducted three times for each user over
a course of three days: a menu interface evaluation, mouse
cursor operation evaluation, drag and drop evaluation and
text reading evaluation. These evaluations were conducted
with a remote PC of resolution 1024x728. Figure 11 shows
the evaluation software we ran on the remote PC. One of the
users was involved with the low-level development of Rajicon; this user will be hereon designated as “User 5”. The
rest of the users had never used Rajicon before.

7.2 Mouse Cursor Operation Evaluation

7.1 Menu Interface Evaluation

To evaluate our mouse cursor representation, we displayed
11 boxes with random sizes and random distances from each
other. Each box was labeled with a number and the user’s
task was to left click each box from 0 to 10. The boxes’
distances from each other, and the time taken to click each
of them was recorded.

We wanted to evaluate the eﬃciency and ease of use of
Rajicon’s menu interface. In order to force the user to use
menus, we displayed 3 letters in random order—“D” indicating double click, “R” indicating right click and “L” indicating left click. The user’s task was to ﬁrst do a left click on
a window to start the test, and then click according to the
sequence of 3 letters. Time between clicks was measured.

7.2.1 Result
All users had some trouble adjusting to the cursor jump
function. Often, a user would jump past a box and then
would have to backtrack in order to click on the box. Instead of a cursor jump function, it might be better to have
the cursor gradually accelerate the longer you hold down a
certain direction. Sometimes, while the cellular phone was
busy processing the left click operation (cursor cannot be
moved during this), a user would instinctively keep pressing the cursor button in anticipation of the next box to be
clicked. Then, once the cellular phone stopped processing,
the cursor would suddenly jump.
For each of the three trials, we divided up the total distance covered by the total time required to derive the time

7.1.1 Result
Initially, users experienced a great deal of problems getting used to the cellular phone’s rather unintuitive menu
interface. Since the main menu has three submenus, selecting an item in a menu requires at least two steps—ﬁrst select
a submenu, then choose the item from the submenu. For example, when switching the navigation mode to “Scale Movement”, one must choose the “Navigation” menu, move the
menubar to the “Scale Movement” item, and ﬁnally select it.
Users would often press the direction pad too many times
and mistakenly go past the Fixed Function menu. Also,
many users forgot that the submenu focus was saved when-
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Table 5: Times (minutes) for the text reading evaluation.
Using Navigation Modes
User Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Avg for all trials
1
4.2
1.7
1.4
2.4
2
6.0
4.1
6.1
5.4
3
9.9
6.1
1.4
5.8
4
18.4
3.8
4.7
9.0
5
3.0
4.0
2.4
3.1
Using Shrink Wrap
User Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Avg for all trials
1
1.6
1.3
3.2
2.1
2
2.1
2.9
2.4
2.4
3
1.5
1.0
1.8
1.4
4
1.8
1.7
1.5
1.7
5
1.6
1.3
1.5
1.5

Figure 13: Time (ms) taken to traverse one pixel.

7.4.1 Result

Table 4: Average skew (pixels) during the drag and
drop evaluation.
User Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 All Trials
1
7.7
7.7
4.3
6.6
2
9.3
8.0
10.3
9.2
3
9.0
6.0
8.3
7.8
4
6.3
7.3
7.7
7.1
5
7.0
6.3
4.7
6.0

Reading text with the standard navigation modes proved
especially painful for all users. All users ﬁrst zoomed in upon
the beginning of the paragraph and then start scrolling.
Users complained that once they scrolled to the end of the
line, they had to scroll back to the beginning of the next line.
During that period, users would sometimes forget what they
had just read. Download speeds were slow and having to update the images so many times while scrolling was tedious.
With the Shrink Wrap function, most users found it easy
to read text by scrolling up and down. Times were reduced
more than twice for all users (Table 5), with the exception
of User 1.

required to cover one pixel. Figure 13 shows that, overall,
little improvement was observed from the ﬁrst to last trial,
with the exception of User 5.
The average times to complete this task for Users 1 through
5 were, respectively, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.6 and 1.4 minutes for average distances of 2521, 2788, 2668, 3096 and 2567 pixels.

8. TASK BASED EVALUATIONS
After carrying out our function evaluations, we asked the
same users to do evaluations which more accurately reﬂected
everyday use of Rajicon. They performed three tasks on a
remote Windows 98 machine:

7.3 Drag and Drop
To evaluate whether a user could accurately perform drag
and drop with Rajicon, we had users move three icons (32x32
pixels) with three colors onto their matching colored boxes.
Errors were measured by comparing the skew between the
icons and their color counterparts.

Task 1 Copy the ﬁle, readme.txt, from folder “A” to folder
“B” and then delete the just copied ﬁle from folder
“B”. The two folders are located on the desktop.
Task 2 Open the Microsoft PowerPoint slide called
Rajicon.ppt located in the “My Documents” folder.
Change the title on slide 3 from “System Architecture”
to “System Implementation”.

7.3.1 Result
All users performed very well. Average skew (Table 4)
over three trials ranged from 6.0 to 9.2 pixels. User 1 didn’t
notice the cursor’s color changing after a source target was
chosen had problems recognizing whether they had actually
performed a drag and drop (it was later found out that this
user is colorblind). Perhaps an audible or graphically animated indicator would be better.
The average times to complete this task for Users 1 through
5 were, respectively, 187.4, 24.1, 18.3, 16.2 and 17.2 seconds
for average distances of 171, 237, 237, 220 and 274 pixels.

Task 3 Using the same PowerPoint slide, go to page 2 and
read the contents of the slide.
After the evaluations, we handed out a survey to each of
the participants. We asked each user to rate the eﬀectiveness
and ease of use in performing mouse/keyboard operations
and desktop navigation with Rajicon. Users rated speciﬁc
aspects of an operation (such as mouse clicking) as well as
the overall impression of an operation. The last portion of
the survey involved asking users what they liked and disliked
about Rajicon and how they would use Rajicon in daily life.
Due to the obvious speed bottleneck, we asked users if their
opinions would change if transfer speeds were quicker.

7.4 Text Reading Evaluation
Users were asked to read some text (166 characters) displayed on the remote PC’s desktop. First, they were asked
to only use a combination of Zoom, Scroll and Scale Movements. Then they were asked to read the same text using
the Shrink Wrap function. The times taken to read the text
were recorded.

8.1 Task 1 Observations
Users took diﬀerent approaches to moving a ﬁle from one
folder to another. This task involved three major tasks,
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Figure 15: Scrolling the popup menu.

Figure 14: One user performing task 1.
opening the folders, copying the ﬁle and then pasting the
ﬁle.
For example, here was one user’s approach (Figure 14
shows the sequence of images viewed):
• Zoom in on the two folders.
Figure 16: Users used the outline bar or PgDn arrows
(both circled) to navigate slides.

• Execute a double click on both folders.
• Return to the desktop view.
• Zoom in on the opened folder’s window.

that correcting the error was often more diﬃcult than the
initial task assigned.
Users had no trouble opening the ﬁle. Four users simply clicked on the “My Documents” folder on the desktop and double clicked on the ﬁle. Some users did not
need to zoom into the folder to read the ﬁle name; instead, they immediately recognized the PowerPoint icon’s
shape. One clever approach to opening the ﬁle was the
macro “?mrajicon?n”. This took into account Microsoft
Window’s function of jumping to and selecting a ﬁle in a
folder when you type in part of its name.
After opening the ﬁle, the next major task was going to
the 3rd slide. We had expected most users to use PgDn to
simply go to the 3rd slide. However, only one user did that.
Instead, users clicked on scrolling components (Figure 16).
PowerPoint is diﬀerent from a word processor in that a
user must ﬁrst click on an object (e.g. title) and then edit
the object’s properties. Once in focus, an object will have an
outlined box around it. Seeing the outline was diﬃcult with
the small screen and impossible without refreshing manually.
Some users would try to select text with operations like drag
and drop without ﬁrst clicking on the text box object; when
they refreshed the image, nothing happened.
There were errors with macros as well. One user initially
constructed the following macro:

• Position the cursor over the ﬁle.
• Execute a macro to copy the ﬁle: ?m?cc
• Scroll down so that the other open folder’s window’s
edge could be viewed.
• Position the cursor over the other window.
• Execute macro to paste the ﬁle into other the window:
?m?cv
• Return to the desktop view.
This was the only solution that used macros eﬃciently. The
other subjects used only mouse operations. In other words,
they right clicked on the ﬁle, and then clicked on the appropriate (copy or paste) operation on the created popup
menu. This proved cumbersome for users because the desired operation was located near the bottom of the popup
menu. Users either had to return to the desktop view and
zoom in, or use the scroll navigation mode to see the menu
item (Figure 15) and then click on it. The GUI interface for
Rajicon mimics the GUI interface on the PC, so we believe
users treated it as such and did not attempt to use anything
they normally wouldn’t (like keyboard shortcuts).
Users 1 through 3 took, respectively, 8.05, 7.5 and 10.0
minutes. User 5 took 4.6 minutes to complete this task.
User 4 was unavailable to take this task.

?m?aSystem Implementation.

8.2 Task 2 Observations

The user probably meant to do ?ca to select all the text
of the title to change. Unfortunately, ?a means alt and
thusly Alt+S was instead invoked (Figure 17). Two users
created a macro to press backspace repeatedly to delete the

This was the most diﬃcult task for users. Many users
made errors when creating macros to precisely replace the
text of the slide. This problem was exacerbated by the fact
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Figure 17: One result from an incorrect macro.
word and then replace the word (those macros were error
free). It became clear that a user needs to be fully aware of
the nuances of each program he or she wishes to use. Also,
macros need to be tested with the computer in front of the
user beforehand.
Some users used a combination of macros and drag and
drop by ﬁrst selecting the desired text to change (“Architecture”) and then running a macro to change the text. However, this necessitated adding an extra space between “System” and “Implementation”. Users found it tedious to scroll
the text to ﬁnd this error and correct it.
Users 1 through 5 took, respectively, 9.4, 16.4, 15.5, 20.4
and 10.8 minutes to complete this task.

Figure 18: Survey results averaged from 5 subjects.
of users who actually tried out various macros on the
tasks.
• Standard deviation on keyboard’s overall rating was
1.6, the second highest.
• For zooming, the standard deviation was 2.6, the highest. Those who gave zoom low ratings of 1 and 2 complained that it was diﬃcult to ﬁnd out an appropriate
size to zoom in to read text (despite there being a ﬁt
to window function, see Table 1) and that switching
from zoom to scroll was extremely time consuming.

8.3 Task 3 Observations
Two of the users approached this the optimal way—through
the Shrink Wrap feature. Using Shrink Wrap, users were
able to easily read the content of the slides without any errors. Unfortunately, the other three users choose to view
the slide by zooming in and then scrolling the image. This
resulted in nearly three times as many image requests.
Users 1 through 5 took, respectively, 4.6, 12.6, 24.2, 21.2
and 5.4 minutes to complete this task.
On a ﬁnal note, the scale navigation mode wasn’t used by
anyone in any of our tasks. In addition, all three tasks were
successfully completed by all ﬁve users.

• Users who used scroll a great deal in the tasks gave
the scroll method a lower rating than those who didn’t
(scores of 2 and 3 versus 4, 5 and 5).
• Overall, Rajicon was rated average.

8.5 Survey Comments
Users commented that “moving the mouse was just like
moving the mouse on a normal PC.” One user thought that
drag and drop was “extremely easy to use.” Finally, one of
the participants thought “it was...easy to know the location
of the mouse pointer.” Users did complain about the amount
the mouse jumped and that double pressing in one direction
was sometimes diﬃcult (“you have to press it too quickly”).
One user complained about the lack of visual feedback (for
example, knowing whether you are waiting for an image to
load, or whether you already clicked the source of a drag
and drop operation). When pressing buttons to navigate,
for example, users commented they made many mistakes by
pressing the wrong button.
In general, users indicated that the Shrink Wrap feature
greatly aided in reading text. Despite its usefulness, users
did comment on its instability and that it relies on Windows hotkeys (e.g. Ctrl+A for copy all). If the application
which you were viewing text didn’t allow text to be copy
and pasted, it could cause problems. As a solution, one user
thought that it would be useful to have a specialized application on the remote PC which would present a magniﬁed glass
image of wherever the cursor was positioned—this resembles
some accessibility aide programs for Microsoft Windows.
Though users saw merits in having multiple navigation
modes, switching between diﬀerent modes every time with

8.4 Survey Score Results
We made several observations based on the survey results
(Figure 18):
• Drag and drop was rated the highest. This is perhaps
due to users’ relative ease in performing its evaluation.
• Mouse clicking’s relatively low score might be indicative of the lack of visual feedback. Usually, one has to
click and then refresh the image, so the result of the
mouse click (if any!) is not readily apparent.
• All the mouse functions were rated near the midpoint,
indicating that users found them not particularly good
or bad.
• Character input’s low rating may be attributed to the
diﬃculty with character input in editing scenarios, especially in Task 2.
• We suspect the higher rating for macros was based
on its perceived usefulness in future scenarios, rather
than being based on actual usage because of the lack
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another series of image transfer tests with two of the latest cellular phone models—Panasonic’s P2101V and SonyEricssons’s SO504i, which are FOMA and PDC compatible
phones, respectively. The later model supports an upgraded
PDC broadband of up to to 28.8kps, while the former model
supports up to 384kbps for receiving and 64kpbs for sending.
Since the SO504i has a large screen size of 176x182 pixels,
we did tests with both the p503i’s image size (120x130) and
the new larger one. However, we did not carry out tests of
the larger image size on the p503i’s bandwidth. The results
are shown in Table 6 under the PDC (28.8kpbs) and FOMA
columns.
As expected, image transfer speeds improved dramatically
when using either of the two new models. This was especially noticeable with 32 color images where transfer speeds
improved by about a factor of 5. Even with the larger images, the newer models were nearly 5 times faster. We believe that with these improvements in transfer speeds and
larger screen sizes, Rajicon has become practical to use.
Surprisingly, image transfers on the SO504i were slightly
faster than on the P2101V. However, it was found that these
results are consistent with others [3]. Apparently, phones
using FOMA take a long time to establish an initial connection. However, once established, FOMA is faster and thus
more suited towards applications such as video conferencing.
Currently, Rajicon forces users to update images by themselves. With FOMA, we may be able to realize continuous,
automatic image updates to the cellular phone client.

Table 6: Average Image Transfer Times (sec)
120x130 pixels
Colors PDC (9600bps) PDC (28.8kpbs) FOMA
16
5.0
1.3
2.0
32
10.0
1.7
2.0
176x182 pixels
Colors PDC (9600bps) PDC (28.8kpbs) FOMA
16
1.7
1.7
32
2.0
2.7
menus was time consuming. One user thought that once the
cursor went past the visible screen, Rajicon should scroll
the screen in the appropriate direction. Two users were
frustrated that in order to move diagonally two separate
button presses are required.
Many users felt a general sense of being “constricted”
with Rajicon. Each user thought that speeding up transfers would help greatly with making Rajicon more enjoyable
and usable. Due to slow speeds, users were afraid to make
errors or experiment because ﬁxing the error itself might be
taxing.
Macros were favorably commented on, though users voiced
the need for proper preparation. Creating application speciﬁc macros, for example, would most deﬁnitely require a
user to be in front of the personal computer. Worrying
about where to click and what order to do keystrokes was a
burden.
When asked how they might use Rajicon, users indicated
its perceived usefulness in emergency situations where one
can’t be in front of his or her computer. On the other hand,
users seemed doubtful of Rajicon’s usefulness in creating
documents; rather, useful in “quickly glancing over documents.” A rather creative use of Rajicon suggested that one
run some kind of application which would, for example, display a real-time image of your home’s front door or pet on
your PC. After leaving your home, you could conceivably use
Rajicon to checkup on your pet. This brings up an interesting point in that one could use Rajicon to run applications
that could not normally be run on a cellular phone.

9.

10. MONETARY COST
NTT DoCoMo oﬀers a myriad of service plans which each
have diﬀerent packet fees; however, in this section, we will
assume the user has chosen middle-of-the-road plans.
People using NTT DoCoMo’s PDC are charged U0.3 for
each packet (packet = 128 bytes). On average (out of 300
sample pictures taken from the above mentioned evaluations), 16 color pictures were about 1500 bytes; 32 color
pictures were 2200 bytes. Therefore, each 32 color GIF costs
about U6 and each 16 color GIF costs about U3. A single
session may have about 20 pictures, about U120.
On the other hand, those using FOMA are charged U0.05
for each packet. This will make each image about U1, leading to a single session of about U20. At the time of this
writing, U120 is about $1.00.
Given these facts, we believe Rajicon is a cost eﬀective
system.

PERFORMANCE

For speed’s sake, we transfer GIF ﬁles of 16 and 32 colors. These number of colors are usually enough to graphically convey the remote PC’s desktop. On initial completion
of Rajicon, i-mode transfer rates on NTT DoCoMo’s PDC
(personal digital communications) network were at 9600bps.
We conducted our initial speed tests (as well as all our interface evaluations) on this network.
Transfer speeds were measured by inserting debugging
code into the cellular client that measured time elapsed from
the initiation of an image transfer to its completion. Without changing the remote PC’s condition, we executed Rajicon’s refresh function about 20 times. The results are shown
in Table 6 under the PDC (9600bps) column. Due to occasional broadband congestion leading to wild ﬂuctuations in
transfer speeds, we took the geometric average instead of
the arithmetic average.
NTT DoCoMo’s IMT-2000 service, “FOMA”, has already
begun integrating communication speeds of 384kbps (eventually 2mbps) in the major cities of Japan. After the dissemination of FOMA in the Kansai region, we carried out

11. RELATED WORK
There are currently few projects which directly deal with
remote PC access via a cellular phone. Most related works
have dealt with text based interfaces. Since these systems
use text, they are extremely dependent on applications on
the remote PC. They are also not suited for multimedia
applications which cannot be mapped to text. We believe
that Rajicon will be able to satisfy the needs of a multimedia
user. It is also not dependent on any operating system of
application; it can be generally applied to any GUI interface.
As an example of a text based system, Stajano and Jone’s
work [7] implements a system whereby multiple users can access a large amount of consolidated data—train time tables,
stock quotes even conﬁguring household devices is possible.
It is, however, limited to a certain number of applications
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terface. Another area we are discussing is allowing
multiple cellular phones and multiple remote PCs to
control. Like Okada’s proposal [5], we would like to try
converting some GUI components like menus to text,
except in a more generalized, non-application speciﬁc
manner. One idea we are considering is superimposing a transparent version of the overall desktop image
over the currently viewed image, so that the user can
always see it.

which must be predeﬁned.
Uemukai’s work [10] deals with remote display environments and implements a plain HTML, multi-user accessible
web interface that simpliﬁes contents displayed on a remote
display. It is similar to Rajicon in that a remote display
is being accessed. However, the system requires that the
user always be in front of the remote display being operated
(similar to a TV controller).
UC Berkeley’s InfoPad was a large project to develop
“ubiquitous, wireless access of real-time multimedia data...
using an inexpensive, portable terminal.” Though it does
not apply to controlling an OS’s GUI, it does make use of
transferring images and carrying out functions through a
low-power, portable multimedia pen-based pad. InfoPad allows ”many oﬀ-the-shelf software packages to work unmodiﬁed” [4]; however, unlike Rajicon, it provides no special
interface (like zooming) to compensate for the limited capabilities of the pad. Instead, InfoPad features applications
(e.g. circuit schematic recognizer, web browser, and multimedia mail) speciﬁcally adapted for the pad. InfoPad is
interesting in that it uses speech and handwriting/gesture
recognition with its applications.
Okada’s proposal [5] (not yet implemented) is similar to
Rajicon’s system architecture and goals. However, it is
unique in that it will translate menus and other GUI widgets
into text output which is displayed on the cellular phone’s
screen. That decreases transfer times dramatically. It, however, is a text only interface—so each widget must be, oneby-one, translated to text. In addition, unlike Rajicon, it
does not work on any general GUI interface. It must be
tailored for each application.
IBM’s Desktop On-Call system [1] current only supports
viewing a remote PC’s desktop image. It does not support
any operations or commands on the OS (mouse clicking,
key input, etc). It is interesting in that the phone is tilted
sideways so that the screen can be viewed with the longer
side down. This results in a much better ratio of the cellular
phone screen and remote PC’s monitor size. Also, scrolling
is done with caching and a desktop image is divided into
several horizontal bars with which you can scroll on.
The Close Remote system by Flex Firm [2], like the Rajicon system, runs on Docomo’s i-appli compatible phones
and captures images of the desktop through a proxy server
architecture. According to the ZDNet article, they plan to
develop a version for the PDA (presumably on Java KVM).
Text input and zooming are supported at this moment.
They also seem to be developing “character based images”
to compensate for slow transfer speeds. Unfortunately, the
article provides no detailed description as to what operations are permitted on the Close Remote system and what
its GUI interfaces are.

Security We hope to add security by utilizing SSL and a
user database.
Other Devices We’d like to evaluate the Rajicon system
on other Java enabled mobile devices. Some cellular
phone models have a larger memory capacity and access to internal phone functions (like an address book).
Accessing the phone’s internal functions might allow
users, for example, to paste stored phone numbers or
voice messages onto applications on the remote PC.
PDA devices, such as the one described in the appendix, open up opportunities to utilize a pen pointer
and a larger screen.
Speed We’d like to try caching [1] images on the cellular
phone client. We are also considering implementing a
more eﬃcient image transfer protocol [6], or one that
can compare consecutive remote PC desktop images,
and if they diﬀer over a certain threshold value, updates the cellular phone’s client.
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12. FUTURE WORK
We plan to address the following issues:
GUI Tuning Displaying images of the remote PC’s desktop in landscape mode [1] would produce a more proportionally correct image. The Scale Mode may be unnecessary. Based on our survey results we would like
to add a magnifying widget and a “busy” feedback indicator like an hourglass. In addition, eliminating the
need to constantly go back and forth between the menu
and desktop view might help streamline Rajicon’s in-
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Figure 19: The Zaurus’s built-in keyboard.

Figure 21: The PowerPoint slide was “Shaped” by
the cursor shown here.

Figure 20: Minimizing all windows with a gesture.
Cellular Phone in a Remote Display Environment.
Data Processing Conference (99-HI-86, 99-MBL-11),
99(97):51–56, 1999.

Figure 22: Gesture mappings. Fit window functions
are equivalent to the ?* and ?# macros.

APPENDIX
A. PDA INTERFACE

two times in succession) allows the user to adjust the
cursor’s dimensions. Pressing a softkey will zoom in
the area enclosed by the zoom cursor.
Shape Mode In this mode, pressing a softkey will adjust
the window or client space under the shape cursor’s
center to match the shape cursor’s dimensions (Figure
21).

This section brieﬂy discusses the lead author’s recent adaption of Rajicon to a PDA. This research was conducted at
Sharp Corporation.

A.1

Implementation Details

The directional pad serves two purposes—scrolling and
navigation. If being used for navigation, the up, down, left
and right key displays the entire desktop, refreshes, displays
the previous image and displays the last image before viewing a previous image, respectively. The directional pad is
usable in any mode and its current functionality is described
in the status indicator as Navi or Scroll.

We used Sharp Corporation’s Linux based PDA, the Zaurus. The keys under its built-in keyboard (Figure 19) are referred to as softkeys. The client runs on a MIDP-compatible
runtime environment, “intent”, developed by the Tao Group
for the Zaurus. We used Mark Willey and Dan Nicolaescu’s
“libstroke” to recognize gestures.

A.2

Modes

A.3 Gestures

The PDA version of Rajicon uses three modes: Normal,
Zoom and Shape.

Taking advantage of the PDA’s pen based interface, we
added gestures (Figure 22) to speed up window operations
as well as commonly used functions such as PgDn.
Gestures are input during the Normal mode (Figure 20) by
doing a 1.5 pen touch. The client then sends the coordinates
of the gesture path to the remote PC, where it is translated.

Normal Mode In this mode, the displayed cursor is an
arrow which jumps to wherever you drag or touch the
pen. A pen touch will cause the action displayed in the
status indicator (upper left-hand corner of Figure 20)
to immediately execute. The symbols L, R, D, DD, M and
SW, mean “left click”, “right click”, “double click”, “sequential drag and drop”, “macro” and “shrink wrap”,
respectively. When you drag the pen, its path will be
highlighted and once the pen is lifted, a drag and drop
occurs. Sequential drag and drop is analogous to the
drag and drop described in Section 4.2.
Zoom Mode In this mode, touching or dragging the pen
will simply move the zoom cursor around. Doing a 1.5
pen touch (i.e. dragging after quickly touching the pen

A.4 Miscellaneous
Some of the minor changes we made were allowing the
user to quickly enter a macro (one that does not need to be
named or saved) from the desktop view, without having to
go through the macro editor. Instead of a main menu, softkey buttons are used to cycle through modes and functions.
Finally, we added a mark and jump feature that allows the
user to store a number of zoomed in coordinates and later
jump to them.
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